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his year marks the third of the integrated

quadrennial assessments of all the BBSRC

institutes. These assessments provide an

opportunity for BBSRC Council to look across

the full range of Institute science; to assess its

quality, strategic relevance and delivery and to

provide guidance to Institute staff over future

research priorities.  The paperwork provided by

IGER for this exercise is organised around the 10

research programmes within the institute.  We felt

that these reports would provide the basis for a

slightly different edition of IGER Innovations.

Instead of selecting a few key areas and reporting

on them in detail, this issue looks across all the

work of the Institute and seeks to identify future

scientific opportunities and where the research

within IGER is likely to impact on sustainable

land use and related subjects. Individual chapters

also illustrate the cross-disciplinary nature of

much of our work, and consider how this research

could be developed in terms of integrated outputs. 

The chapters also recognise the changes that have

driven agriculture and land use over the past few

years. The emphasis is now on sustainable

systems that deliver a range of outputs: economic,

environmental and social. The need for better

integration of outputs has led to an increased

emphasis on agriculture and related land use as

biological systems.  Understanding the inter-

relationships between plants, animals and micro-

organisms: together with soil, water and

atmosphere transformations, is necessary if an

optimal set of outputs is to be achieved. 

Management and breeding improvements can

both be employed to manipulate grassland

systems.  The increasing use of mathematical

models to explore the relative importance of key

processes will bring increased precision to both

of these approaches. A clear link between

management-based studies and the availability of

characterised genetic material is a feature of a

number of the chapters in this issue.  The role of

the grazing animal as a major determinant of

field-, farm- and landscape-scale diversity is also

considered in several places.  Increasingly, IGER

research seeks to deliver high quality animal

products from within systems that exploit grazing

by ruminants to deliver environmental goods. The

monitoring and evaluation technologies that
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underpin such studies have been developed within

IGER and represent a significant resource. 

Although the emphasis of our research remains

directed towards animal-based systems, we have

always striven to utilise our skills more widely.

Existing programmes in cereal and amenity grass

breeding are both scientifically innovative and

economically successful. These have been

augmented more recently with a range of research

on energy crops such as Miscanthus and coppice

willow, as well as by studies on the fundamental

processes that determine the combustion and

fermentation characteristics of biomass. Such

research offers new opportunities for sustainable

land use at a time when concerns about energy

supply and climate change are increasing. It also

makes use of the wide range of technical

expertise that already exists within the Institute

based upon its more traditional focus on grassland

production systems. 

The shift in emphasis in terms of customer needs

is matched by changes in science drivers. In

particular, the continuing development of generic

approaches such as genomics, chemometrics and

informatics /multi-variate data analysis has

generated greater opportunities for collaboration

at the basic and strategic level between

institutions with different sectoral outputs. These

closer alignments are described in this volume in

terms of soil science and grass and cereal

genomics, but there are other opportunities where

the debate is beginning. In terms of maximising

the use of facilities and generating real added

value, the case for closer alignment is strong, but

we need to seek management approaches that

maintain breadth of coverage and flexibility. 

The chapters in this edition of IGER Innovations

give the reader a view into the future of the

Institute. They indicate where our thinking is

directed towards the refinement of existing

approaches or towards the development of new

and more radical ways to deliver high quality

research into a changing landscape.  I hope that

they convey the impression of an organisation

with a radical research agenda that reflects both

science opportunity and user needs.

Chris Pollock

May 2005
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